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Ray Tanner grabs 1,000th career
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Focus on quarterbacks
The play of Carolina’s
quarterbacks was a
highly scrutinized aspect
of Saturday’s Garnet and
White spring game.
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The Gamecocks’ weekend victory over Vanderbilt
marked the 1,000th win for USC coach Ray Tanner.

USC coach Ray Tanner got his 1,000th
victory as a college head coach Sunday as the
Gamecocks took two out of three games from
Vanderbilt in Nashville, led by a masterful
pitching performance in the rubber game by
senior Jay Brown.
“I’m grateful to be where I am,” Tanner
said. “I think I have one of the better jobs in
the country and I’m just a part of a team. Like
I said before, I’ve never made any pitches,
I’ve never gotten any hits, I’ve never made
any plays. I’m just proud to be part of this
program.”
No. 11 Carolina (25-7, 9-3) won its fourth
straight SEC series for the fi rst time in school
history after beating the No. 20 Commodores
(26 -8, 6 - 6) w it h stellar pitch i ng i n t he
victories on Friday and Sunday.
The Gamecocks were able to clinch the
series, along with Tanner’s historic milestone,
with a fine performance from Brown, who
pitched 6.1 scoreless innings in t he 2- 0
Carolina victory. The shutout was the fi fth

that USC has pitched this season, and the
third for Carolina in SEC play. Brown gave
credit for his pitching to his defense.
“Jay Brown, I’ll always remember getting
1,000 when he pitched and I’m honored that
he was the guy that went out there,” Tanner
said. “He figured in with [Michael] Roth and
[Matt] Price in a tough game today.”
Brown was equally elated.
“It was a special game for me. I tried to
pound the zone early, and let them put it in
play,” Brown said. “The defense really looked
good out there and was able to get some key
outs for us,”
Junior outfielder Whit Merrifield paced
USC at the plate on Sunday, going two-forthree , including a leadoff home run on the
fi rst pitch of the game that put Carolina up
1-0. Merrifield has now hit safely in 31 of 32
games this season and extended his current
hitting streak to 19 games with his firstinning home run.
The Gamecocks managed only four hits
on the day off of V U pitching, but one of
those hits came at an especially important
time. Junior third baseman Adrian Morales
doubled in Matthew Beary with 2 outs, giving
Carolina an important insurance run that put
the Gamecocks up 2-0.
Tanner ● 10

Scholars Day brings fresh faces

See page 10

Prospective students, families attend
annual event showcasing university
Rebecca Kneisley
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Post-Graffiti
What is usually
considered vandalism has
inspired an expressive
form of art on display at
the Columbia Museum.
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Because I Said So
A bill approved
by the SC
senate shows
that the
government’s
intervention
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Spring Game Standouts
Three Gamecocks shined
the brightest in the White
squad’s 21-17 defeat of the
Garnet team in Saturday’s
spring game.
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The Strom Thurmond Wellness and Fitness Center was bustling with activity
and energy Saturday, but not from students playing basketball or running on the
treadmill.
The excitement of soon-to-be high school graduates and their families could
be felt and heard at the annual University Scholars Day, where USC puts its best
foot forward to convince high school seniors that USC is the best choice for
them.
Connie Scrivens, associate director for marketing and recruiting with the
Office of Undergraduate Admissions, said that though Strom is a large facility,
the Scholars Day event staff “blanket” the building to ensure that the more than
1,800 prospective students and family members have no trouble finding them
during the day.
“Faculty and staff are very willing to donate their time on all day on a Saturday
and help make our new freshman scholarship winners feel welcome and wanted
by the University,” Scrivens said. “This level of involvement sends a clear
message about the quality of service and support they’ll receive if they decide to
attend USC.”
At the introduction breakfast to commence the day’s events, University
Provost Michael Amiridis told students and families that USC was not just the
University of South Carolina, but the “University for South Carolina.”
Several students and their parents expressed their agreement with the provost’s
statement while milling around the Student Services Fair and the Scholars
Showcase.
Myron Berry, a parent of a visiting high school senior, said he was impressed
with how USC gives more scholarships to students than do other colleges, such
as Clemson.
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The annual University Scholars Day brought potential students and their
parents, many of whom were impressed by the opportunities offered at USC.
“Other schools have gotten too big for themselves,” Berry said.
Berry said USC looks for students concerned with academic excellence. He
said he believes USC is more supportive of families who do not necessarily need
or want financial aid.
“This school is looking for merit, not financial aid,” Berry said.
Berry’s son, Brian Berry, said USC is his first choice out of the six schools
he has been accepted to because of the University’s variety of academic
opportunities.
Scholars ● 4

STUDENTS COMPETE FOR MR, MISS USC TITLE
Contestants impress experts
with strength, appearance
in annual competition
Derek Legette
STAFF WRITER

Contestants came out Saturday
to compete in the 31st annual Mr.
and Miss USC pageant at the Blatt
Physical Education Center. While
more than 20 students participated in
the bodybuilding competition, thirdyear business student Adam Feeney
and fourth-year music education
student Brooke Weaver and who took
home the crowns as Mr. and Miss
USC, respectively.
“I’m on top of the world,” Feeney
said. “I feel like I’m Arnold.
The competition was sponsored by
the Bodybuilding and Fitness Club.
“ We have event s l i ke t h is a s
wel l as t he Oc t at h lon i n order
to promote body f it ne s s,” sa id
club adviser Harrison Greenlaw.
“ T h is comp et it ion is a way of
rewarding people for their physique
improvement.”
He said the quality and quantity of
contestants improve each year, and
this year, nine women signed up to top
the female record of eight.
The women competed in one class
and the men were divided into three
different weight classes: light, middle
and heav y. The nine women were
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The women’s competition brought nine participants, breaking the previous
record of eight. Brooke Weaver was crowned this year’s Miss USC.
introduced during the cocktail dress
round while wearing high heels. The
contestants f lexed the entire time
while standing in line.
The routine was slightly different
for the men. During the light, middle
and heav y weight divisions, each
contestant had around 30 seconds
by themselves to do their unique
flexes while their choice of music was
playing.
Women were judged based on
lean feminine lines, body symmetry,

low body fat, f it ness, sk in tone
and proportional fit physique. No
muscularity or definition between the
muscles was considered. For the men,
judgment was equally divided between
defined muscle, proportion, symmetry
and presentation of muscularity.
The five judges for the evening
were all experts of bodybuilding.
Judge Eddie Thompson has more
than a dozen years of bodybuilding
training and finished first in a number
of competitions. Judge Ken Wilson

has more than 20 years of fitness and
bodybuilding experience as an athlete,
judge and industr y professional.
Christ y Duffell-Seguin , another
judge for the event, is a national-level
women’s figure champion and owns
Defiant Health fitness business. Head
judge Noah Dixon is a nationally
certified strength coach and a former
M r. Sout h Carolina Class Body
Building Champion. Terry Peterson,
a ret urning judge this year, was
the overall winner of the Mr. USC
competition in 2002.
The judges were impressed with the
quality of the contestants.
“I think they were outstanding and
I was impressed,” Duffell-Seguin said.
After much time, the results were
in. For Miss USC, Salle Horner placed
fifth, Regina Price fourth, Karen
Bonney third and Ashley Teague, who
won the title last year, placed second.
Wil Waninger, last year’s Mr. USC,
won the “Outstanding Senior” award,
James Johnson won “Best Poser” and
John Brinkley won “Outstanding
member.”
Each winner received a bronzed
trophy.
“We have t he same qualit y of
trophies that are used in national
competitions because we want the
students to have the best,” Greenlaw
said.
Comments on this story?
E-mail sagcknew@mailbox.sc.edu
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Health Care Reform

Organization holds fundraiser
for trip to national conference
National Association of Black
Accountants aims to strengthen
minority professionalism
Derek Legette
STAFF WRITER

Dustin Glendinning / THE DAILY GAMECOCK

U.S. Rep. James Clyburn spoke about health care reform during the third annual
James E. Clyburn Health Disparities Lecture Friday morning. The event, sponsored
by the Arnold School of Public Health, was part of a lecture series that coincides
with national Public Health Week. The lecture series is a joint effort between Claflin
University and USC’s Institute for Partnerships to Eliminate Health Disparities.
“I am honored to be delivering this lecture at an historic time in our nation with
regards to health care,” Clyburn said in a press release. “Health disparities are
always in the forefront of my service in Washington, and I am pleased that as we
celebrate Public Health Week, we have the opportunity to reflect on real positive
changes for public health in America.”
According to a press release, the event was meant to bring together researchers
and public health professionals “to discuss ways to eliminate the public health
disparities for diseases prevalent among South Carolina minority residents.”
— Compiled by News Editor Kara Apel

The Nat ional A ssociat ion of Black
Accountants held a breakfast fundraiser at
Applebee’s on Broad River Road Saturday
morning.
USC Chapter President Justin Muller,
a third-year accounting student , said the
group is fundraising to travel to its national
conference in Houston this summer.
Muller said the organization went to
the Atlanta conference in October last
year, and they hope to go again during
the summer in order “to promote black
professionalism at its fi nest.”
Si nc e 19 69 , N A B A h a s s ou g ht t o
strengthen the influence of minorities in
the accounting and finance professions.
Some of its mission statements include
promoting and developing the professional
skills of its members, ensuring long-term
f inancial stabilit y, providing adequate
resources to implement chapter, regional,
and national programs and encouraging
and assisting minority students in entering
the accounting profession.
NA BA part icipates in humanitarian
activities throughout the year. It helped
out during the MLK Day of Service and
the Tiger Burn and has its own events,
s uc h a s H a l loWon k a , Book s for t he
Holidays and a canned food drive with the
New Life Baptist Church.
NABA decided to work at Applebee’s

a f ter t h i rd-yea r accou nt i ng st udent
Tiffany Brown made the suggestion.
“My aunt and her sorority did one there
so she suggested it to me,“ Tiffany Brown
said. “I thought it was a great idea.“
Mu l ler sa id t he people work i ng at
restaurant were very helpful and willing
to give extensions due to time constraints.
Douglas Brow n, a second-year
accounting and international business
st udent , is t he v ice president of
professionalism and said the Moore School
of Business is one of the sponsors that
funds its operations. Douglas Brown said
t he group writes letters to explain its
initiatives to sponsors.
The organization, which welcomes those
majoring and minoring in business , has
“Lifting as we Climb” as its official motto
but the students at USC created their own,
known as “Professional at its fi nest.”
Douglas Brown said this is only their
third year of active status here at USC , and
they are making strides to build rapport.
Chad Peters , a fourth-year accounting
student and former NABA president , is
ver y confident about the future of the
organization after he leaves college to
work in Los Angeles for an internship.
“Justin Muller has been a good righthand man and will do a superb job,“ Peters
said. “Overall, they are a strong suit of
students that are underrepresented, but
it’s our third year. We [are]making big
moves.”

Comments on this story?
E-mail sagcknew@mailbox.sc.edu
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University favors Darla Moore

Virginia honors Confederacy Plan to negotiate climate change

University of South Carolina officials canceled bids from
architects looking to design a $90 million business school
in favor of a firm chosen by the school’s namesake and
benefactor, a newspaper reported Sunday.
The State of Columbia reported that no state rules were
broken by the bid cancellations earlier this month, but
architects said the unprecedented move so late in the bidding
process was costly for them.
Lake City financier Darla Moore has donated millions
of dollars to USC. She is a university trustee, the business
school is named for her and she sits on the board of a private
foundation that will pay $4 million to a New York architectural
firm to design the new business school.
Moore chose Raphael Vinoly Architects who were among
the finalists for the contract. She would not comment to the
newspaper for its story.
“She gave $60 million for a world-class, iconic building
that will bear her name,” said former South Carolina Gov.
Jim Hodges, who is president of the business school’s private
foundation. “So we thought her request was pretty modest.”
The University would not release information about how
the bids from the architects lined up, but spokeswoman
Margaret Lamb said canceling the bids is not unusual.
While firms agree that projects frequently are abandoned
because of funding problems, Adrienne Montare, president
of the South Carolina chapter of the American Institute of
Architects, said it is very unusual to cancel a bidding process
because of the wishes of a donor.
“It is a rare event that a project is advertised and that our
members go though the process of trying to get shortlisted
and to have that pulled from the public process,” said Montare,
whose husband’s firm Watson Tate Savory was one of those
vying for the project. “I’m not sure there is a precedent in the
state.”

NEW ORLEANS — The dustup over Virginia’s proclamation
for Confederate History Month seems like a lot of noise over
something that “doesn’t amount to diddly,” Mississippi’s
governor said in an interview aired Sunday.
Virginia’s Republican governor, Bob McDon nell,
apologized for leaving out of his proclamation any reference
to slavery. He added language to the decree calling slavery
“evil and inhumane” after being criticized for reviving what
many Virginians believe is an insensitive commemoration of
its Confederate past.
Fellow GOP Gov. Haley Barbour of Mississippi said he
doesn’t think the proclamation was a mistake.
“To me, it’s a sort of feeling that it’s a nit, that it is not
significant, that it’s not a — it’s trying to make a big deal out
of something [that] doesn’t amount to diddly,” Barbour said in
the interview aired on CNN’s “State of the Union.”
“I think it’s unfortunate that the governor is so insensitive
to the atrocities made against African-Americans in this
country by the former Confederate States,” said Derrick
Johnson, president of the Mississippi NAACP. “As governor
of the state with a higher percentage of African-Americans
that any other, we would hope he would be more sensitive to
them.”
Barbour also noted that his state has a holiday, Confederate
Memorial Day, that has been maintained by Democratic and
Republican governors and the state’s majority-Democrat
legislature.
The governor also said he was not aware of any complaints
that the holiday was offensive.
“We have always raised out opposition to any memorial
day that would raise some type of positive light on the
Confederacy that broke away from the United States,”
Johnson said. “We consider that treason.”

Scholars ● Continued from 1
“The best thing about this college is that it could go
anywhere,” Brian Berry said.
Hoping to pursue a degree in biochemical engineering before
going on to medical school, Brian Berry said Scholars Day has
made him realize that the University is more prestigious than
he had previously recognized, despite its large size. Besides
the academic opportunities USC offers, prospective students
also said they were attracted to the University for its beautiful
campus and exciting environment.
Caroline McDonald, also a high school senior from
Greenville, said that she has wanted to go to USC since she
was in third grade. McDonald, who has gone to a small private
school and been home-schooled, said that the large size of USC
is partly what attracted her to the University.
“I’ve done small school my whole life,” McDonald said. “I’m
excited to be in a large school and get lost, start afresh.”

Kara Tedder, a high school senior from Beaufort, didn’t need
the Scholars Day to persuade her to come to USC. Tedder said
she has already made her deposit to attend USC in the fall.
Tedder said she just wanted to come to Scholars Day to answer
any final questions she had about the University 101 and study
abroad programs at USC.
Prospective students weren’t the only ones expressing their
excitement about becoming a part of USC. Parents of visiting
students had many positive things to say about the Scholars Day
and the impression it gave them of USC.
Anne Tedder, Kara Tedder’s mom, said that the best thing
she took away from Scholars Day was learning about the
high-standard security measures the University takes to ensure
the safety of students, such as the call boxes stationed around
campus and the transportation services the University offers.
“Knowing my child is going to be safe is so important,” Anne
Tedder said. “She’s the only one I’ve got.”
McDonald’s mom, Donna McDonald, expressed how

BONN, GERMANY — Climate talks nearly ground to a
halt before they began in earnest Sunday, with delegates
squabbling over how to conduct negotiations for the rest of
the year on a new agreement to control global warming.
Talks about talks appeared at times on the verge of
breakdown over seemingly minor procedural issues, but
that ref lected a deep divide on how to treat the hastily
crafted political deal struck at the Copenhagen summit last
December by President Barack Obama with a small group of
other world leaders.
The lengthy battle ostensibly was over the authorization of
a committee chairwoman to prepare a draft negotiating text
for the next meeting in June.
But it provided an early warning that the rancor evident
during the Copenhagen summit had not faded, and that the
split between industrial countries and the developing world is
likely to continue characterizing the talks.
After the letdown of Copenhagen, delegates and officials
appeared determine to dampen expectations of a final deal this
year, and said negotiations are almost certain to stretch past
the next major conference in Cancun, Mexico, in December.
“We should not be striving to get answers to each and every
question in Cancun,” Yvo de Boer, head of the U.N. climate
secretariat, said Sunday. “The quest to address climate change
is a long journey, and achieving perfection takes practice.”
The agreement is meant to succeed the 1997 Kyoto
Protocol, which has provisions capping greenhouse gas
emissions by industrial countries that expire in 2012. The
new accord would be expanded to curtail emissions by swiftly
developing countries like China, which already has surpassed
the United States as the world’s biggest polluter.

— The Associated Press
impressed she was with how organized and well-scheduled
Scholars Day was, considering what a large school USC is.
“We never wondered about where we were supposed to be or
what we were supposed to be doing,” she said.
Most of all, she said she valued the importance USC expressed
of encouraging students to stay true to themselves while
attending USC.
“I like how the University has said, ‘Get involved, throw
yourself in, but don’t lose yourself,’” Donna McDonald said.
Scrivens said a primary goal of Scholars Day is for students
and their families to walk away feeling like they have had all
their questions about USC answered.
“Our hope is that Scholars Day encourages them feel good
about Carolina as a college choice and that they will ultimately
enroll with us in the fall,” Scrivens said.
Comments on this story?
E-mail sagcknew@mailbox.sc.edu
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Carolina breaches
business etiquette
Ever spend big bucks on a date and never get a call
back? That’s kind of what happened to four Columbia
firms who were courting the bid for the new Moore
School of Business.
Except they didn’t waste $50. It was more like
$100,000.
According to an article in The State, “USC nixes
bids; donor chooses architect,” by Jeff Wilkinson, USC
decided to send out a twosentence memo canceling
This move all bids and instead let Darla
shows a serious Moore choose. This was
after the firms spent their
lack of respect time and money.
There is a name for that
for business type of move, and The Daily
Gamecock is not willing to
manners
print it. Suffice to say, this
move shows a lack of respect
for business manners, or
manners in general.
Though Darla Moore contributed $60 million to
the $90 million project, and we are all thankful for
her generous donations to the University in the past,
it is unclear why she, rather than the board, is deemed
qualified enough to choose the architect herself.
USC needs to reveal why this decision was made.
What possibly could have compelled the University
to display such reckless disregard for business decency?
Oh, a nd cong rat u lat ions to R aphael Vinoly
Architects , a New York, not local, firm. You guys
deserved it.

BECAUSE I SAID SO

Gotta love those lifestyle taxes
Intervention in ‘unhealthy’ choices
precipitates excessive restrictions
I’m not a smoker, so this won’t affect my
lifestyle, but some people are questioning
why the Senate approved the bill to raise
the cigarette tax 50 cents.
Yes, South Carolina still has the lowest
cigarette tax in the nation, but what’s more
important is why it’s okay for one group
to be taxed extra because of their choices.
Apparently, the government wants to look
out for us by taxing consumers for the
products and serves that challenge their
medical records. And they aren’t stopping
at cancer sticks.
Luckily the government
pushed the tanning bed tax
that requires a 10 percent
t a x i ncrease on t a n n i ng
salons along with the health
care bill. Some owners are
frustrated by this tax, since
it could result in a loss of
customers. A nd some
Marilynn
people who regularly tan
Joyner
Second-year
in the beds feel that the tax
political science
discriminates against them.
and dance
But why shou ld t he se
student
people feel discriminated
against? There have been
thousands of studies on tanning beds, after
all, about how bad they are for people,
especially those who have skin cancer in
their family.

It’s a personal choice for people to
attend a tanning salon regularly, and a tax
won’t stop those people who are obsessed
with the “fake-n-bake.”
This also applies to the cigarette tax.
Some people are complaining about the
tax and how it is discriminatory, but no
matter how much cigarette taxes continue
to go up, it won’t stop those who are
addicted.
I’m not opposed to the government
raising cigarette taxes. It is appropriate,
since we still fall behind all the other states
which continue to raise their tobacco
taxes.
True, smoking is a problem in the U.S.,
but why not tax everything else that is
unhealthy to our generation? Why not put
a tax on Happy Meals since the majority
of America is heading towards obesity?
Since the government has placed a tax on
tanning beds and now raised the tax on
cigarettes, why doesn’t it go ahead and tax
fast food restaurants and everything else
under the sun that is harmful?
Oh wait, it has already started on soda,
and now the government is concerned
about what people eat, drink and do on
a regular basis. We are on the road to
communism, and one day there will be a
tax for everything.
So go ahead and learn Chinese, since
China practically owns us already, and be
ready to crash diet, since you won’t be able
to eat this anymore.

Obama administration authorizes assassination
Government’s power to decide
between life and death for citizens
could have destructive consequences
Reports made earlier in the year about secret
orders by the Obama administration authorizing
the assassination of American citizens in foreign
countries who are assisting terrorist organizations
have been proven true. According to the New
York Times and Glenn Greenwald at Salon.
com, an American-born Islamic cleric, Anwar
Al-Awlaki, is on a proverbial hit list used by the
Obama administration. Such a list was created
by the Bush administration, but it was never used
on American citizens. President Obama ordered
the CIA to kill Anwar Al-Awlaki wherever he is
found, even if he isn’t on a battlefield.
It would seem that we are progressing from
Guantanamo Bay, where we hold terrorist
subjects without charging them and use torture
as a means to gain evidence, to now giving the
government the right to just shoot them. Before,
the government wouldn’t give foreign terrorist
suspects due process or access to an attorney; now

those restrictions are enhanced even more with
regard to American citizens in foreign countries.
Americans didn’t seem to care when the civil
rights of suspected terrorists were denied time
and time again. Maybe they will care when those
egregious acts are used on Americans. Yes, those
same constitutional rights apply to foreigners as
well as American citizens.
Anwar Al-Awlaki is believed to be
an operative of al-Qaeda, according
to intelligence officials in the Obama
administration . Even though he
advocates the overthrow of the U.S.
government, he has not attempted
to overthrow the government and
Will Potter therefore is not committing treason
First-year
but just spewing stuff. I’m sure
economics
the intelligence officials are right
student
that Al-Awlaki is the mastermind
behind numerous terrorist plots. It’s
not like they ever got anything wrong before (see
Iraq War). Well, we will never know if he is the
mastermind behind those terrorist plots because
in the near future, special forces will put about 40
holes in his body.
W hile the Bush administration should be

About The Daily Gamecock

IT’S YOUR RIGHT
The goal of The Daily Gamecock’s
Viewpoints page is to stimulate
discussion in the University of South
Ca r o l i n a c o m m u n i t y. A ll p u b l i s h e d
authors are expected to provide logical
arguments to back their views.
The Daily Gamecock encourages
readers to voice opinions and offers three
methods of expression: letters to the
editor, guest columns and feedback on
dailygamecock.com.
Letters and guest columns should be
submitted via e-mail to gamecockeditor@
sc.edu. Letters must be 200 to 300 words
in length and include the author’s name,

year in school and area of study.
We also invite student leaders and
USC faculty members to submit guest
c o l u m n s . C o l u m n i s t s s h o u l d ke e p
submissions to about 50 0 words in
length and include the author’s name and
position. Guest columns are limited to
three per author per semester.
The editor reserves the right to edit
and condense submissions for length
and clarity, or not publish at all.
All submissions become the property
of The Daily Gamecock and must
conform to the legal standards of USC
Student Media.

CORRECTIONS
In Friday’s issue, the Alpha Chi Omega event on Friday for Women’s
Wellness Week is called “Volley Against Violence,” not “Volley For
Violence.” The Daily Gamecock regrets the error.
If you see an error, let us know. E-mail us at sagckvew@mailbox.sc.edu.

held responsible for its atrocities in regard to
Guantanamo Bay, the Obama administration has
made the ultimate tyrannical executive power
grab by being able to decide what American
citizens live or die by a flick of the president’s
pen. Progressives for years wanted Bush tried
for war crimes. W hen will the cries against
t his monst rosit y come against t he Obama
administration? This power grab will inevitably,
if not during Obama’s administration, lead
to Americans in the U.S. accused of terrorist
activities to be taken out. Imagine what somebody
could do with this type of power. He or she can
have any political enemies or people who disagree
with that person’s policies taken out. This is not a
partisan issue, so conservatives and liberals should
not buy into neo-conservative rhetoric stating
that this policy is needed to win the War on
Terror. The change platform that Obama ran on
seems to be changing from the current oligopolic
kleptocracy in Washington, D.C. to an absolute
dictatorship. The impact of the government’s
ability to murder U.S. citizens overseas cannot
be overstated. Those who love liberty should be
abhorred at the consequences of this revelation.

A startling new trend has
come to my attention. The
severity of this problem will
only become worse if someone
does not make an urgent plea
for its demise. Ladies across
the country are turning their
boyfriends, brothers and male
friends into pedicure-getting,
eyebrow-waxing girlie men.
W hen people hea r t he
phrase “girlie men,” t hey
think about when California
Gov. Arnold Schwarzenegger
u sed it to cha rac ter iz e
opponents in the California
legislat ure who disagreed
w it h h i m over t he st ate
budget in 2004 and how he
used the same term for years
to come during his debates.
He was, of course, criticized
and charged with being a
homophobe and insensitive to
women. However, his use of
the phrase carried a different
connotation than what a girlie
man is today.
The creation of a girlie man
can often be blamed on the
g i rl f r iend or
sister who, out
of loneliness or
lack of a better
idea , dec ide s
to turn a man
i nto her best
Chelsey
girlfriend.
Seidel
Ta k i n g h i m
Second-year
to yoga,
print
int roducing
journalism
student
him to the
tanning bed
and taking him
to get manicures with her
are all activities that no man
should be dragged into doing.
Newsf lash: men are
supposed to have hair on
t hem and watch football.
Making them order a small
salad with low-fat dressing on
the side, waxing their chest
and convincing them that
Desperate Housewives would
be more worth their while
than Monday night football is
ridiculous. Women have their
sisters and friends for that.
Couples a nd f riends of
t he opp o s it e s e x s hou ld
f ind more gender-neutral
activities to participate in
together. Turning boyfriends
and guy friends into girlie
men only leaves room for
embarrassment and ridicule
by their friends that no man
should have to tolerate.
So next t ime ladies out
t here obt a i n a n u rge to
make an appoint ment for
h is u nsight ly c ut icles or
unattractive unibrow, stop
and consider that men would
rarely volunteer to do these
things on their own, and that
probably means that they are
content just the way they are.
Instead of making boyfriends
and brothers into real life Ken
dolls, let them be and keep the
primping to yourself.
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“A man paints with his brains and not with his
hands.”
— Michelangelo
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Post-Graffiti on display
Street art exhibit featured
at Columbia Museum of Art
strikes contrast with traditional works
Mary Cathryn Armstrong
THE DAILY GAMECOCK

Often times when we hear the word “graffiti”, images of
spray painted alleyways and crumbling walls covered with
explosions of color immediately come to mind. However, a
new group of artists is taking this creativity from the streets
and splashing it across the canvas. Since March 31, the
Columbia Museum of Art has been displaying this new form
of street art, dubbed “Post-Graffiti,” in their Community
Gallery. The exhibit will run until April 25.
Although this “post” version still runs in the same vein as
traditional graffiti, it differs in both purpose and method.
Whereas most graffiti is somehow tied to territorialism,
Post-Graffiti is a purer form of self-expression with an
underlying tone of activism and rebellion. With an energy
pulled directly from the chaos of the city streets, PostGraffiti looks to blend urban elements with other universal
art forms.
Post-Graffiti uses a variety of mediums, including stencils,
video animations, digital print and even stickers, almost
all of which are present in the museum’s current exhibit.
Perhaps most provocative about the Post-Graffiti exhibit is
each artist’s individual ability to take even the simplest of
objects, such as a face or a hand, and transform it into an
otherworldly piece of art completely distinguished from any
other style.
The Post-Graffiti exhibit strikes an immediate contrast
with the more traditional art already on display. In lieu of
standard shapes and forms, the majority of the street art is a
fusion of painstaking detail coupled with creative chaos.
The gallery exhibit consists of work by several groups of

graffiti artists. The first group, Izms of Art, is comprised of
members Unknown, Cedric Umoja and Mustafa. Izms of
Art creates most of their graffiti pieces using unconventional
mediums and backgrounds.
For instance, Unknown’s pieces, including “The Hand”
and “Vaporous,” have been drawn using Sharpies and a spray
paint pen on a cardboard surface. Although simple, they are
designed with the utmost attention to detail.
Cedric Umoja takes a different approach to the PostGraffiti style. “The Last Letter,” done using a combination
of acrylics and paint on a wood panel, depicts an alien-like
creature holding an open-mouth envelope that seems to be
screeching right off the wall.
John Hairston Jr.’s “You sure you wanna do that?” is
another attention-grabbing piece. Hairston has used an
assortment of blues, pinks and greens, as well as various
other acrylics that seem to pop right off the canvas. However,
the disorganized order of these splattered colors strongly
differ from the ultrafine features of the young boy with an
elephant’s trunk.
God City member Ryan Williams creates a somewhat
different form of street art in his piece. “Resident Evil,”
which uses spray paint on a wooden panel, at first appears
to be simply a jumble of shapes and symbols intersected
at different points. Take a few steps back and the piece
suddenly becomes a face smiling back at you. It is this risktaking behavior that sets Post-Graffiti as a genre all its own.
If you want to see the art in action, stop by the museum on
April 11 between 1 and 4 p.m. to experience Cedric Umoja
and Mike Krajewski’s live painting as they create a graffiti
piece on the museum’s very own wall. And on April 20, there
will a reception for the exhibit , including a breakdancing
performance by Tribe SK.
Museum admission is $5 for students and $10 general
admission for adults.
Courtesy of Flickr.com

Comments on this story?
E-mail sagcketc@mailbox.sc.edu

Artist John Hairston Jr.’s “Canvas Monkey” is one of many
examples of graffiti-inspired pieces on display.

WHAT TO WATCH
APRIL 12-25

C OLIN ’ S T RAILER P ARK
Remakes of ‘Elm Street,’
‘A-Team’ heading
to theaters soon
Colin Campbell
STAFF WRITER

“A Nightm are on Elm
Street”
There is no doubt that a 2010 remake of
one of the greatest horror films of all time
will have lots of critics, especially since,
if badly produced, it could come off as
just another addition to what has become
a “Star Wars”-like franchise, composed
of an astounding eight movies, as well as
countless more comic, novel and television
adaptations.
However, if the trailer is any indicator,
New Line’s recreation of the age-old story
could be more terrifying than ever. It opens
with a scene in which a man in an empty,
darkly-lit diner stands up and walks around
confusedly, calling out to see if he is alone.
As he turns a corner, the terrorizing yet
familiar figure of Freddy Krueger (played
this time by Jackie Earle Haley) slashes at
him, and he jumps in fear and attempts to
block the bladed hand with his own.
Suddenly he wakes up, sitting in the
same cafe booth with the waitress pouring
him coffee and warning him, “If you keep
falling asleep, they’re gonna kick you out
of here.” Apologizing, he looks down at the
palm of his hand and sees blood from three
gashes dripping onto the table.
Granted, the film has every potential
to fail and be just another wannabe-scary
modern horror movie, but special effects,
as well as an overall push to make Freddy
less of a jokester and a focus more on the
fright factor, also lends the movie a chance
for success.

“The Other Guys”

They say you can’t spell “slaughter”
without “laughter,” and where Freddy
takes care of the first, Will Ferrell and
company know a little bit about the latter.
The movie boasts a star-studded ensemble,
including Ferrell, Mark Wahlberg, Samuel
L. Jackson, Dwayne Johnson, Eva Mendes,
Michael Keaton and Steve Coogan.
Jackson and Johnson play two of the top

cops in the NYPD, the gung-ho heroes
of the city, while Ferrell and Wahlberg
a re appropr iately n a med t he O t her
Guys. Huge fans of the field operatives,
the two are stuck in office jobs. While
Ferrell’s character, Allen Gamble, has no
problem with this, his partner, Terry Hoitz
(Wahlberg), hates the confinement.
When they do get their chance, things
get out of hand quickly. In the two and
a half minute trailer, Gamble and Hoitz
ma nage to u nsuccessf u l ly cou nsel a
suicide jumper, mix up a “good cop, bad
cop” routine by both going “bad cop” and
parody pretty much all Hollywood action
films, writhing on the ground after exiting
an exploding building.
“ How do t he y wa l k away w it hout
fl inching when it explodes behind them?”
screams Gamble. “There’s no way. The
movie industry’s completely irresponsible
for the way they portray explosions.”

“The A-Team”

From 20th Century Fox and director
Joe Carnahan comes “The A-Team,” an
adaptation of the 1983 television series. The
fi lm stars Liam Neeson, Bradley Cooper,
martial arts fighter Quinton “Rampage”
Jackson and Sharlto Copley as a United
States Special Forces unit that fi nds itself
unjustly arrested for a crime the members
did not commit.
The group breaks out of their maximumsecurity holdings and, still wanted by the
government, works as hardcore mercenaries
with style. “If no one else can help,” the
narrator proclaims, “and if you can find
them, then you can hire the A-Team.”
The trailer, already filled with action,
ends with some comic relief. In the cockpit
of a plane, amidst loud emergency beeping,
Capt. H.M. “Howling Mad” Murdock
(Copley), stating calmly in a mock flight
attendant tone, “If you’ll look out of the
right-hand side of the aircraft, you’ll notice
that the right wing is on fire.”
Updated from the ‘80s television series set
in Vietnam, the plot has been transposed
to the Middle East. The film should be
exciting, as it features such strong acting
and directing talent.
Comments on this story?
E-mail sagcketc@mailbox.sc.edu

Peabody honorees ‘Glee,’ ‘Modern Family’
among must-watch television shows this week
Lindsay Wolfe

THE DAILY GAMECOCK

1. “Glee” (Fox, 9:28 p.m., April 13)

With “Glee” fresh off a Peabody win, this one’s almost a no-brainer. The only problem
is that it comes on right smack in the middle of last year’s Peabody winner, “Lost,” which
is episodes away from its hotly-awaited series fi nale. Luckily for you, however, both come
up on Hulu at 5 a.m. on Wednesday. We recommend tuning in for the fi rst “Glee” in ...
has it really been four months?
“ Hel l- O ” g ue s t s t a r s Id i n a
Menzel of “Wicked” fame as
the vocal coach of rival group
Vocal Adrenaline , who puts a
strain on the f inally budding
relat ionsh ip bet ween W i l l
(Matthew Morrison) and Emma
( Jayma Mays). Does this mean
a half-season full of contrived
obstacles to their romance? We
really, really hope not.

2. “Modern
Family” (ABC, 9 p.m.,

April 14)
Christopher Lloyd and Steven
Levitan’s mockumentary-style
sitcom also earned a Peabody
nod this year, thanks to sharp
w r it i n g f r o m t he “ Fr a s ie r ”
vetera ns. Tu ne i n t h is week
for “Benched,” which has Jay
(Ed O’Neill) putting down the
model airplanes and ceasing the
squabbling (if only for a moment)
with his much younger wife to
join forces with son-in-law Phil
(Ty Burrell) to coach a middle
school basketball game. Expect
nothing but laughs from TV’s
most sur prisingly f u nct ional
family.

3. “Doctor Who”

Courtesy of AP Exchange

(BBC America, 9 p.m., April 17) Fox’s “Glee” returns this week after a four-month
T he D o c t or i s b ac k ! A nd hiatus, and after winning numerous awards.
no, Hugh Laurie hasn’t gone
native on BBC. The chronicles
TV ● 7

TV ● Continued from 6

The Office of Multicultural Student Affair’s

CONGRATULATES

of everyone’s favorite 906-year-old,
time-traveling, intergalactic warrior
ret u r n s Sat u rd ay. I f, l i ke mo st
people, you don’t understand how
a show that premiered in 1963 and
has broadcast 758 episodes could
maintain continuity after switching
show runners and lead actors every
couple years, tune in at 8 p.m. for
“ T h e U lt i m at e G u id e ,” w h ic h
will take a look at the series’ longstanding mythology. The main event
starts at 9 p.m. with the unveiling
of the show’s 11th Doctor, played
by Matt Smit h , whose inaug ural
episode sees him saving the world
from galactic policemen on quite a
deadline.

Minority Freshman Students with a 3.5 or Higher GPA
These students will be honored at the
CELEBRATION OF EXCELLENCE AWARDS CEREMONY,
Tuesday, April 13, 2010, 7 PM, RH Ballroom.

4. “30 Rock”

(NBC, 8:30, 9:30 p.m., April 22)
Have you been hurting for new
episodes of “30 Rock”? How about
t he repr isa l of Ju l ia n ne Moore’s
questionable Boston accent as Nancy,
Jack Donaghy’s high school crush?
Tune in Thursday for a double dose of
the NBC comedy, with two episodes
sandwiching a new episode of “The
Office.” In “Lee Marvin vs. Derek
Jeter,” Jack (Alec Baldwin) will fi nally
have to make a choice between Nancy
and Avery (Elizabeth Banks). And later,
at 9:30, Jack will have to make another
tough choice to appease the NBC
janitors in “Khonani.” Of course all that
pales next to the show’s best bromance,
as Kenneth ( Jack McBrayer) will try
to teach Tracy (Tracy Morgan) how to
become a better husband.
Comments on this story?
E-mail sagcketc@mailbox.sc.edu

Courtesy of MCT Campus

Ty Burrell (top) and Julie Bowen are among the
stars of ABC’s comedy “Modern Family.”
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Attention off-campus
h i j Y Zc i h —
the 8 Z c h j h
needs you to
return your form.
There are special programs in place to count students on campus. But if you live off
campus, you have to complete your own 2010 Census form that arrived in the mail.
By participating, you’re helping future students enjoy some of the same beneﬁts
and services that you have today. It’s just 10 questions and takes about 10 minutes.
So ﬁll it out and mail it back.

2010census.gov

Paid for by U.S. Census Bureau.
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Place a Classified ad: p 803-777-3888 • f 803-777-6482 • www.dailygamecock.com

First insertion: $2.50 per line
Subsequent: $1.50 per line

classifieds

Major credit cards accepted

Additional Info

Line classified ad rates

Two-line minimum
Lines average 30 characters in length

DEADLINE

Additional options

Noon, 1 business day prior
to publication

Box around ad: $1.25
Logo insertion available for an additional cost

E-mail: sholmes@mailbox.sc.edu • Office hours: M-F 8:30 am - 5 pm • Russell House, Rm. 343

Announcements
COLUMBIA INTERNATIONAL
FESTIVAL
Saturday April 17th & Sunday April 18th
STATE FAIRGROUNDS
www.cifonline.org 799-3452 for info

Housing-Rent

Housing-Rent

Help Wanted

ROOMS -4-RENT Lg Spacious
Walk to USC $300/mo. Call 463-5129

PLACE ON THE GREENE CONDO
2002 Greene St convenient to Starbucks & Gourmet Shop & groceries
2BR 2BA. Renovated with great paint
colors, new fans & fixtures. All appliances plus w/d and cute balcony
Assgn. pkg. & keyed secure entry.
Available Summer only May June &
July $495/mo Call Mike 413-2516.

RETAIL PT - MISS COCKY- Must be
enthusiastic and able to work a register
and help customers. Hours 2-6 & willing
to work Saturdays in the Fall. 210-9131

3BR 2BA NEW HOME
1300 sq ft $1450/mo + util Close to
USC & Riverfront. 803.413.4298

Apartments
PRE-LEASE FOR SUMMER/FALL
Reserve 2BR for $750 Market rate 905.
Reserve it today! All utilities incld.
Open M-F 9-5 Call Glenn 799-1442

CONDO FOR RENT 2BR 2BA
min from USC located on River.
All appl furn. $800.Avail now!
Call Matt 730-3980

1 to 5BR APTS. 1 BLOCK FROM USC
803-318-0800 rajaluri@aeliusa.com

4BR 2B House avail Aug 1st. $1395
fenced yard Old Shandon 318-0729

Housing-Rent

Beach house shares N. Myrtle Beach
$550/person - July-Aug stay,that’s
$275/mo! Cheaper beach weekend
getaways available
Please call 877-500-6569 ext 3
www.myrtlebeachtours.com for info

Near USC 3BR 2BA home fenced yd
modern kit w/amenities laundry room
$900/mo year lease August 1st.
Avail June 1st if need. 706-825-9175

Apt & House for Rent. Close/walking
distance to USC. 1-5BR $395 & up
Contact Security Realty 254-6113
www.securityrealty.net

Help Wanted
BARTENDING up to $250/day . No exp
nec, training prov’d 800-965-6520 X 253.
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PT position available in upscale retail.
Clerical & retail resp. Must be honest, responsible & trustworthy, style conscious,
with good GPA. Varying hours M-F &
Sat AM. Fax resume to 799-0854 or
email to eyes.r.us@hotmail.com
Lifeguards Needed - Myrtle Beach
Now & summer! Good pay & conditions
with lodging Call 843-340-9084
eastcoaste2002@yahoo.com

Help Wanted
Child Care

Tutoring
Services

Experienced Personal Trainers
needed. Located 5 minutes from campus. PT available. Contact
Personally Fit @ 799-9455 for details..

Kendall’s Cafe’ located in the dwntwn
Bank of America Plaza, is looking for
server to start immediately and work into
summer. Shifts run from 11AM-2PM.
Willing to work with school sched.
Please apply in person to 1901 Main St.
1st fl email info@kendaallskatering.com

Summer sitter for 9 y.o. boy M-W 8-5.
Days are flex. Total of 30/hrs/wk. Clean
driving record & at least 3 refs. Light
house cleaning, laundry, driving child to
and from camps, etc. Call 920-3738

PLAY SPORTS! HAVE FUN! SAVE $$
Maine Camp needs fun loving counselors for all land, adventure & water
sports.
Great
summer!
Call
888-844-8080, apply: campcedar.com

Spanish Tutor experienced. Grammar
my specialty. 926-3126

Help Wanted
Restaurants

Pasta Fresca Seeking FT Servers.
Prior restaurant experience necessary
and summer availability required. If
interested, apply in person 3-6PM at
3405 Forest Dr. No phone calls please.

Help Wanted
Summer Camps

etc.
etc.
etc.

Help Wanted
Instructors

Services
SUMMER STORAGE
Don’t lug it home Store it at the closest
storage to USC. Rosewood/Sumter St.
Storage 212 S. Sumter St &
410 Superior St. 252.7526
rosewoodselfstorage.com

SGTV

For Students.
By Students.

1g0am0e%
co c k

TV

all day
everyday.

PREGNANT, NEED HELP?
FREE pregnancy test Call Birthright
765-0165

4

CAMPUS
CHANNEL

Mo
vi n
g?
Rates

For more info: Advance payment required
call: 777-3888
fax: 777-6482
email: sholmes@mailbox.sc.edu

First insertion......$2.50/line
Subsequent.........$1.50/line
Box......................$1.25
*DEADLINE IS 12 NOON DAY PRIOR TO PUBLICATION

GET THE VIP TREATMENT AT

$

500

Limited Number
of Pet Units
Available

Signing Bonus for
4 bedroom units

See Office for full details

See Office for full details

•
•
•
•
•
•

2000 sq ft Tri-Level Townhomes
Huge Closets
24-Hr Fitness Center
Large Patio
New Internet Café and Coffee Bar
Shuttle to and from Campus and the Five Points Area

1051 Southern Drive

Columbia, SC

Upper level

Entry level

(803) 255-0170

Lower level

www.CBeech.com
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Inside the Box ◆ By Marlowe Leverette / The Daily Gamecock

Calendar of Events
What: 2nd Year Women’s Time
When: 5:30 p.m.
Where: Russell House, Room 315
What: 1st Year Women’s Time
When: 6:30 p.m.
Where: RH, Room 205

SPORTS SCHEDULE
Softball
USC Upstate
Wednesday
5 p.m.
Spartanburg, S.C.

Baseball
What: Students for Life meeting
When: 7 p.m.
Where: RH, Room 304

The Citadel
Wednesday
7 p.m.
Charleston, S.C.

What: Mountaineering and

Whitewater Club meeting

When: 7 p.m.
Where: Nursing 231

What: BGLSA meeting
When: 8 p.m.
Where: Gambrell 152
What: Amnesty International

meeting

When: 8 p.m.
Where: RH, Room 315

Baseball
Mississippi
Friday
7 p.m.
Columbia, S.C.

Men’s Golf
SEC Championship
Friday
All Day
St. Simons Island, Ga. (Sea Island GC)

What: Navigator Bible Study
When: 8:30 p.m.
Where: RH, Room 303

Whiteboard ◆ By Bobby Sutton / The Daily Gamecock

DANIELLE HOWLE W/ RACHEL SAGE
6 p.m. doors, $10
The White Mule, 1530 Main St

The Scene
TODAY
MINIMUM WAGE
6:30 p.m. doors, $5
New Brookland Tavern, 122 State St.
AJAMI
5:30 and 8 p.m., $6.50
Nickelodeon Theatre, 937 Main St.

Spurned ◆ By Jarad Greene

GRASS ROOTS: AFRICAN ORIGINS OF AN
AMERICAN ART
8:30 a.m. to 5 p.m., Free
McKissick Museum, 816 Bull St.

TOMORROW
LAST NOVEMBER, JONAS SEES IN COLOR,
CHERRY CASE, SLEEPSET
7 p.m. doors, $8 over 21/$10 under 21
New Brookland Tavern, 122 State St.
EVENING ADVENTURES
8 p.m., $10
Elmwood Cemetery, 501 Elmwood Ave.
USC SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA PRESENTS
MARINA LOMA ZOV, PIANO AND JAMES
ACKLEY, TRUMPET
7:30 p.m., $8 students
Koger Center for the Arts, 1051 Greene St.

04/12/10

HOROSCOPES

1234567890-=

ARIES If you can take the
day off with your significant
other, you’ll discover romance
at your fingertips.

LEO You may be tempted to

TAURUS Take extra care
when work ing on creative
projects, especially when
using sharp inst r uments.
Make refinements in small
increments.

V I RG O Be awa re of
your partner’s unusual needs.
The challenge is to meet
demands even when neither
of you enjoys the process. Add
empathy.

GEMINI Every time you
meet a deadline, you turn an
obstacle into opportunit y.
Delivering ahead of t ime
e l i m i n at e s p r e s s u r e f o r
everyone and frees you for the
next great idea.

LIBR A A solid strategy
for work would be to challenge
a l l pa r t ic ipa nt s. I n spi re
enthusiasm by focusing on
practical outcomes everyone
can appreciate.

you rself i n t he spot l ight
without part of your costume.
Oops! Grab an associate or
two and ask them to fix it, now!

There’s plenty to go around.
Mea nwh ile, keep you r
opinions to yourself.

tiptoe around a problem today.
A better strategy would be to
face obstacles head-on.

SCORPIO Spread your
C A N C E R Yo u f i n d charm as far as you like.

SAGITTARIUS You’ll
g e t mo r e d o ne t o d a y i f
you work around everyone
else. They have their own
challenges, unrelated to yours.
C A PR ICOR N
Ever y thing will work out
the way you want if you pay
attention to your partner’s
requests. If you don’t, you’ll
face major obstacles.

A Q U A R I U S Yo u
surprise even yourself with
your careful management.
You recognize the challenge
in stretching dollars to cover
it all.
PISCES What a difference
it makes to be aware of your
partner’s foibles, and vice
versa. Both of you feel a bit
compulsive today.

04/12/10

Solution from 04/09/10

ACROSS
1 Cotton unit
5 “__ is life!”
9 Earns a ﬁnk
moniker
14 Seine sights
15 Circular cookie
16 “__ Breath You
Take”: Police hit
17 Unappetizing
food
18 Like some
summer days
19 Bach’s “__ the G
String”
20 Caucus member
changing his
mind about a
candidate?
23 Latin 101 verb
24 Freudian subject
25 Asgard ruler
26 Timberlake with
six Grammys
28 Pointer
30 For the real
thing?
32 Took it slow
34 Flow partner
35 City NW of Provo
36 Dan’l Webster, in
a Twain story
38 Barter
40 Take to the
cleaners
43 Remote abbr.
45 Key of Chopin’s
“Military
Polonaise”
49 Took back one’s
story?
52 Carry __
53 “Gimme a
minute!”
54 Babysitter’s bane
56 Bug like a dog?
57 Cos. with
ampersands,
often
58 Downsizing
result?
61 Choosing from a
lineup, brieﬂy
63 Smurf elder
64 Thomas __
Edison
65 Scary words
from the boss
66 Not fer
67 Hammer part
68 “To __ human ...”
69 Actress Sofer
70 League of

Nations muralist
DOWN
1 “So what?!”
2 Swiftly, to Solti
3 Name
associated with
three Beethoven
overtures
4 Hockey Hall of
Fame nickname
5 Reliable, as a
citizen
6 Muse holding a
globe
7 Matisse
reportedly called
him “the father of
us all”
8 Axton of country
9 Endure
10 VII x VIII
11 Oxygenating tool
12 Fire retardant
chemical
13 Case, for
instance?
21 Yard machine
22 Algonquin kin
27 Patronize
29 Sharp or ﬂat
31 “Superstation”
letters
33 Budapest-born
conductor
Antal

Solution for 04/09/10

37 Hear clearly
39 Early violin
maker Andrea
40 Common photo
subject
41 Due in soon
42 Like a more
pretentious
museum patron
44 Online resource
46 Golden __: 50th
anniversary
47 Like a bogey, to
a golfer
48 Ruling
50 Cliff features

51 Visit
unexpectedly
55 Yoga posture
59 Trade punches
60 Last melody?
62 Application form
abbr.
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Play under center at forefront
Shaw, Garcia scrutinized
in White team’s 21-17
victory in spring game

For Carolina,
a call for more
accountability
Spurrier challenges
team’s commitment

Chris Bilko

STAFF WRITER

A ll t he focus was on t he
quarterbacks as South Carolina
football convened Saturday for its
annual spring game at WilliamsBrice Stadium.
Freshman Connor Shaw started
the game for the Garnet squad with
a nice 22-yard scramble across the
left corner. Shaw looked good on
his series, going 4-4 with 59 yards
spread i ng t he wea lt h to t h ree
different receivers. Shaw then capped
the drive with a pinpoint 14-yard
touchdown pass to Patrick Dimarco,
putting the Garnet up 7-0.
“Coming out of high school, I was
a dual threat quarterback,” Shaw said.
“I think that’s one of my strengths.
My goal is to compete and if coach
wants me to play, then I’m ready to
play.”
Shaw is still young and unpolished,
however, having only spent the spring
in Columbia. He still has a whole
summer before the season starts in
September.
“Conner is about like a true high
school freshman right now,” USC
coach Steve Spurrier said. “I really
believe he and [fellow quarterback
Andrew] Clifford will try to improve
a lot this summer. They will try to
learn as much as they can and be
ready if called upon.”
Incumbent starter Stephen Garcia
began a little shaky for the White
team, throwing some balls a little
too hard for the receivers to handle.
On his next drive, Garcia started
to settle in, going 5-7 for 39 yards,
including a 19-yard pass to wideout
Alshon Jeffery. Garcia ended the
drive with a 2-yard touchdown pass

Richard Pearce / THE DAILY GAMECOCK

USC quarterbacks coach G.A. Mangus speaks with his charges prior to Saturday’s spring game.
to a bulked-up Justice Cunningham,
tying the game at seven.
“I’m hopi ng Stephen G arcia
will have big summer of really
committing to learning how to play,”
Spurrier said. “Stephen should be our
best player, but sometimes he doesn’t
act like it or perform like it.”
Having the honors of performing
the annual “Scotty Spurrier play ”
were Clifford and receiver Cedrick
Snead. Clifford dropped back to pass,
hitting Snead deep as he came off the
bench to the end zone. Snead finished
the play off with a dance, throwing
the ball into the stands to a storm of

TANNER ● CONTINUED FROM 1
Matt Price pitched the last two innings for the Gamecocks,
keeping the Commodores off the scoreboard while earning
his fourth save.
The series-clinching win included a double play induced
by Carolina reliever Michael Roth in the seventh inning.
Wit h t he Gamecocks leading 1-0, Rot h entered wit h
one out in the inning and a Commodore on second base.
Vanderbilt’s Aaron Westlake lined into the twin killing,
eliminating the threat for VU.
In Friday’s game, starting pitcher Blake Cooper went 7.1
innings, allowing two runs, one earned, while striking out
three and walking four in a 3-2 Gamecock victory. Tanner
was pleased with Cooper’s performance.
The lone loss of the weekend for Carolina came on
Saturday, when Carolina wasn’t able to contain the ‘Dores’
bats, losing 8-2. Gamecock pitcher Sam Dyson faltered,
allowing six earned runs in only 2.2 innings . The loss
dropped Dyson’s record on the season to 2-2.
The Gamecocks are back in action next this coming
Wednesday at The Citadel. USC lost to the Bulldogs last
year in Charleston.
Comments on this story?
E-mail sagckspt@mailbox.sc.edu

1. South Carolina (9-3)
2. Arkansas (9-3)
T3. LSU (8-4)
T3. Florida (8-4)
T5. Auburn (7-5)
T5. Ole Miss (7-5)
7. Vanderbilt (6-6)
8. Alabama (5-7)
-----9. Kentucky (4-8)
T10. Tennessee (3-9)
T10. Mississippi State (3-9)
T10. Georgia (3-9)

Top Eight Teams Advance To SEC
Tournament In Hoover, Ala.

flags from the referees.
On t he same dr ive, Cl if ford
showed that he could throw the long
ball on a real play, connecting with
D.L. Moore on a 39-yard post route.
Brian Maddox then pounded the ball
into the end zone for a touchdown
from 3 yards out.
The Wildcock formation that
was successful against Clemson last
season fizzled out fast on Saturday.
Cornerback Stephon Gilmore was
only in the shotgun for two plays,
throwing an incompletion and an
interception. Gilmore said he had
been focusing on his cornerback play

during the spring as opposed to his
passing.
The fans were not disappointed
as they came out for the beautiful
weather and football.
W hen it was over, the W hite
prevailed and won the exhibition
21-17.
“ We t hought it wa s a go o d
spring and hopefully we made some
progress,” Spurrier said. “We’ll have
a good summer and be ready to go
Sept. 2.”
Comments on this story?
E-mail sagckspt@mailbox.sc.edu

DeMars closes out
final match at USC
Carolina legend coaches
at home for final time
in 26-year career
Ryan Velasquez
STAFF WRITER

For the last time in his 26-year tenure,
Kent DeMars walked away from a match
at Maxcy Gregg Tennis Center on Sunday
as head coach of the USC men’s tennis
team.
Coming off a down-to-the-wire 4-3
loss to No. 8 Georgia on Friday, No.
43 South Carolina fell 6-1 to No. 4
Tennessee on Sunday afternoon, capping
off the home collegiate career for seniors
Diego Cubas, Pedro Campos and Ivan
Cressoni, as well as soon-to-be Collegiate
Tennis Hall of Fame inductee DeMars.
“There are mixed feelings when you
know it’s your last home match. There
was a lot of sentiment going into that,”
DeMars said. “Then, of course, you’re
playing the best team in the conference
and one of the best teams in the country.
We knew we had a battle set up for us.”
Campos made his final home weekend
a memorable one, securing wins at No. 2
singles in both matches. The senior took
down No. 22 Javier Garrapiz 6-3, 7-5 on
Friday and came away with a 6-3, 6-1 win
over No. 26 Boris Conkic on Sunday,
improving his record to 17-1 overall and
9-0 in the SEC.
“Pedro was unbelievable,” DeMars
said. “We’re probably going to have to

move him up to No. 1 now.”
Cubas also made the most of his last
two home matches, going toe-to-toe with
No. 86 Nate Schnugg on Friday and No.
2 John-Patrick Smith on Sunday in No. 1
singles. The senior fell 6-2, 4-6, 6-4 in a
three-set battle against Schnugg, and also
took Smith to a tiebreaker in a 2-6, 6-4,
1-0 loss on Sunday.
“Diego’s only been playing against
very good players,” DeMars said. “Even
though he doesn’t have the record that
Pedro has, he’s been playing well and
continues to play well.”
Along with success on the tennis court,
DeMars has also become known for his
teams’ achievements in the classroom
over the course of his career.
“I taught for 11 years at Southern
Illinois, so I’m kind of partial to making
sure people get their education,” DeMars
said. “Not only have we been graduating
everybody, but we had close to a 3.5 GPA
this year. That’s important to me.”
With the final match of the regular
season fast approaching, DeMars and
the Gamecocks (9-11, 1-9) hope to finish
strong against the No. 6 Florida team.
“We’ve got to keep our heads up. We
know that we’ve got a big match coming
up against Florida, and then we go to
conference,” DeMars said. “We’re playing
pretty good tennis now and I think we’ll
be dangerous.”
Comments on this story?
E-mail sagckspt@mailbox.sc.edu
Richard Pearce/
THE DAILY GAMECOCK

USC Kent
DeMars accepts
a plaque from
associate
athletic director
Val Sheley on
Sunday with his
family looking
on. DeMars is
retiring after 26
years as head
coach.

Whatever may come this fall
for Carolina Football, this past
week will likely be looked back on
as the catalyst. With tough words
to both ESPN’s Chris Low and
the local media, Steve Spurrier
made something clear: The time
has come for accountability and
commitment.
“We’re trying to get our team
more accountable than they have
been in the past.
T h a t ’s a l l w e r e
tr ying to do; tr y
to hold more guys
responsible for their
ac t ions a nd how
they perform and
all this, that and
James
the other,” Spurrier
Kratch
said. “Obviously we
Second-year
English student
haven’t done a very
good job the way we
performed against UConn in the
Papajohns.com Bowl.”
Several times this offseason,
Spurrier has brought up USC’s
20-7 loss to UConn.
“I can’t get over it; it was an
embarrassment,” Spurrier said.
“We’re trying to hope that never
happens again at South Carolina,
a game like that.”
The Papajohns.com Bowl was
to be a coronation for the New
Carolina; a chance to follow up
on a 34-17 defeat of Clemson with
an eighth win and a bowl trophy.
Instead, it ended up being more
embarrassment and more doubt
about how committed this team
is to being great — something
Spurrier won’t let be forgotten.
“ [ S p u r r i e r] b r i n g s i t u p
s o me t i me s , s a y i n g t h at we
embarrassed the fans and stuff
like that,” cornerback Stephon
Gilmore said.
It isn’t as simple as internalizing
the hurt and using it as motivation,
though. USC enters this year with
whispers of a run to an SEC East
title due to a bevy of returning
players and uncertainty among
teams like Florida. Spurrier has
made an effort to temper such
high talk.
“ Were you at t he UCon n
game? Don’t sing any praises
about us yet,” said Spurrier. “We
have a chance if some guys come
through, and we do have a lot
of good players, so we do have a
chance, but not until we earn it.
“We don’t need to talk too
kindly about the Gamecocks until
we do something. A lot of our
players don’t handle praise very
well. Just not mature enough and
we haven’t won enough maybe in
the last several years to handle it.
Wait and see on the Gamecocks.”
One such exa mple of t hat
m i nd set is Stephen G a rc ia.
A few days after criticizing the
quarterback’s commitment level
to Low, Spurrier reiterated his
sentiments.
“Stephen should be our best
player, but sometimes he doesn’t
completely act like it or perform
like it,” Spurrier said. “Hopefully
he’l l have a rea l com m it ted
summer of getting ready to play.”
G a r c i a , w ho ad m it t e d t o
being “pretty upset” about the
comments, said he’s ready to take
on the challenge.
“There’s always more time that
I can put into it, and I’ll be the
first to admit that. But, like I said,
I’m going to learn from what he
said and try to change his mind,”
Garcia said. “Nobody’s ever going
to be able to do that except me.
I’m just going to have a very hard
summer and work very hard and
just go from there.”
Will Garcia be the starter on
opening night? Yes. His job is
not in danger — yet. But that’s
not the important thing. What is
important is that by calling out
Garcia, who is the face of the
program, Spurrier has shown he
means business. This USC team
will have accountability demanded
from it. Will it heed the call?
It’s wait and see.

